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Abstract: Pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers are hazardous DNA lesions formed upon exposure of DNA
to UV light, which can be repaired through oxidative electron transfer (ET). Laser flash photolysis
and computational studies were performed to explore the role of configuration and constitution at the
cyclobutane ring on the oxidative repair process, using the nitrate radical (NO3

•) as oxidant. The rate
coefficients of 8–280 × 107 M−1 s−1 in acetonitrile revealed a very high reactivity of the cyclobutane
dimers of N,N’-dimethylated uracil (DMU), thymine (DMT), and 6-methyluracil (DMU6-Me) towards
NO3

•, which likely proceeds via ET at N(1) as a major pathway. The overall rate of NO3
• consumption

was determined by (i) the redox potential, which was lower for the syn- than for the anti-configured
dimers, and (ii) the accessibility of the reaction site for NO3

•. In the trans dimers, both N(1) atoms
could be approached from above and below the molecular plane, whereas in the cis dimers, only the
convex side was readily accessible for NO3

•. The higher reactivity of the DMT dimers compared
with isomeric DMU dimers was due to the electron-donating methyl groups on the cyclobutane ring,
which increased their susceptibility to oxidation. On the other hand, the approach of NO3

• to the
dimers of DMU6-Me was hindered by the methyl substituents adjacent to N(1), making these dimers
the least reactive in this series.

Keywords: pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers; nitrate radicals; kinetic studies; DFT calculations;
oxidation

1. Introduction

Exposure to UV light from the sun (λ = 180–400 nm) causes hazardous DNA lesions in the human
body, which can lead to melanoma, basal cell, and squamous cell skin cancer [1]. The primary photo
adducts implicated in skin cancer are pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers, which are formed through [2 + 2]
cycloaddition between adjacent thymine nucleobases in the same oligonucleotide strand (Scheme 1,
path A). A minor pathway (ca. 25%) proceeds through [2 + 2] photocycloaddition between the alkene
and carbonyl moiety to give an oxetane intermediate that undergoes ring-opening to the 6–4 adduct
(Scheme 1, path B) [2]. Cytosine forms the same type of dimers as thymine, but deamination occurs within
only a few hours to yield the highly mutagenic uracil dimer (not shown) [3]. In general, pyrimidine
cyclobutane dimers can exist in four isomeric structures with head-to-head (syn, s), head-to-tail (anti, a),
as well as cis (c) and trans (t) configuration at the cyclobutane ring. However, because of geometrical
constraints, only the cis,syn dimer is formed in DNA [4]. Such pyrimidine dimers can prevent DNA
polymerases from transcribing DNA, thereby promoting the accumulation of errors [5].
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Scheme 1. Light-induced dimerization of pyrimidines. The deoxyribose phosphate backbone of DNA 
is abbreviated as Rb; thymine (R = Me), uracil (R = H). 

The endogenous repair mechanism of damaged DNA nucleotides in placental mammals 
involves excision and replacement of the affected base or strand cluster that is orchestrated by a large 
system of reparative enzymes [6,7]. Other species, such as plants or fish, employ the enzyme 
photolyase and its reducing cofactor FADH (reduced flavine adenine dinucleotide) to repair dimer 
lesions through a reductive one-electron transfer (ET) process [8,9]. 

In addition to repair by excision or enzymatic reduction, pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers can 
also be oxidatively cleaved into their monomers, for example, by oxidizing radicals and radical ions 
[10]. Heelis et al. showed that the reaction of the thymine cyclobutane dimer with sulfate radical 
anions (SO4•−) or hydroxyl radicals (•OH, this radical is commonly formed in vivo and can lead to 
oxidative damage in biomolecules [11]) led to the recovery of the monomeric pyrimidine and 
suggested a mechanism initiated by the abstraction of a hydrogen atom at C(6) (see below) [12]. In 
experiments involving the cis,syn-configured N,N’-dimethyluracil cyclobutane dimer (c,s-
DMU<>DMU), Yan et al. showed that oxidative repair and formation of N,N’-dimethyluracil (DMU) 
occurred by reaction with •OH (possibly through initial hydrogen abstraction) and bromide radical 
anions (Br2•−, presumably through initial oxidation) but not with the azide radical (N3•) [13], which 
could be due to the only moderately high oxidizing ability of this radical (E0 (N3•/N3−) = 1.35 V vs. 
NHE [14])). Comparable results were obtained by Ito et al., who found in the reaction of the C(5)–
C(5′) linked thymine dimer with •OH, SO4•− and N3• that repair only occurred in the case of the former 
two radicals [15]. 

In previous published and unpublished work, we performed product studies of the oxidative 
repair of pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers by nitrate radicals (NO3•), which are important oxidants in 
the nighttime troposphere. NO3• was generated through photo-induced ET from cerium(IV) 
ammonium nitrate (CAN) at λ = 350 nm in acetonitrile in the presence of various stereoisomeric N,N’-
dimethylated cyclobutane dimers of uracil (DMU), thymine (DMT), and the unnatural pyrimidine 6-
methyl uracil (DMU6-Me), according to reaction (1) [16,17]: 

(NH4)2Ce(NO3)6 + hν (350 nm) → NO3• + (NH4)2Ce(NO3)5 (1) 

Table 1 shows the major products formed after a reaction time of two hours with a reactant ratio 
of [dimer]:[CAN] = 5. The data were obtained by gas chromatographic (GC) analysis of the reaction 
mixture from the relative peak areas [17] and, therefore, provided only a qualitative picture. In the 
case of c,s-DMU<>DMU, the major products were the monomer DMU and the partially cleaved dimer 
1, whereas only small amounts of the intact dimer remained (entry 1). Cyclobutane cleavage was 
considerably less efficient with t,s-DMU<>DMU, where mainly 1 and smaller amounts of DMU were 
obtained (entry 2). Likewise, repair of c,a-DMU<>DMU, t,a-DMU<>DMU, c,s-DMT<>DMT, and c,a-
DMT<>DMT was also incomplete with c,a-DMT<>DMT being the least efficiently cleaved dimer 
under these conditions (entries 3–6). Repair of the cis,syn configured dimer of DMU6-Me, on the other 
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Scheme 1. Light-induced dimerization of pyrimidines. The deoxyribose phosphate backbone of DNA
is abbreviated as Rb; thymine (R = Me), uracil (R = H).

The endogenous repair mechanism of damaged DNA nucleotides in placental mammals involves
excision and replacement of the affected base or strand cluster that is orchestrated by a large system of
reparative enzymes [6,7]. Other species, such as plants or fish, employ the enzyme photolyase and
its reducing cofactor FADH (reduced flavine adenine dinucleotide) to repair dimer lesions through a
reductive one-electron transfer (ET) process [8,9].

In addition to repair by excision or enzymatic reduction, pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers can also
be oxidatively cleaved into their monomers, for example, by oxidizing radicals and radical ions [10].
Heelis et al. showed that the reaction of the thymine cyclobutane dimer with sulfate radical anions
(SO4

•−) or hydroxyl radicals (•OH, this radical is commonly formed in vivo and can lead to oxidative
damage in biomolecules [11]) led to the recovery of the monomeric pyrimidine and suggested a
mechanism initiated by the abstraction of a hydrogen atom at C(6) (see below) [12]. In experiments
involving the cis,syn-configured N,N’-dimethyluracil cyclobutane dimer (c,s-DMU<>DMU), Yan et al.
showed that oxidative repair and formation of N,N’-dimethyluracil (DMU) occurred by reaction with
•OH (possibly through initial hydrogen abstraction) and bromide radical anions (Br2

•−, presumably
through initial oxidation) but not with the azide radical (N3

•) [13], which could be due to the only
moderately high oxidizing ability of this radical (E0 (N3

•/N3
−) = 1.35 V vs. NHE [14])). Comparable

results were obtained by Ito et al., who found in the reaction of the C(5)–C(5′) linked thymine dimer
with •OH, SO4

•− and N3
• that repair only occurred in the case of the former two radicals [15].

In previous published and unpublished work, we performed product studies of the oxidative
repair of pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers by nitrate radicals (NO3

•), which are important oxidants in the
nighttime troposphere. NO3

• was generated through photo-induced ET from cerium(IV) ammonium
nitrate (CAN) at λ = 350 nm in acetonitrile in the presence of various stereoisomeric N,N’-dimethylated
cyclobutane dimers of uracil (DMU), thymine (DMT), and the unnatural pyrimidine 6-methyl uracil
(DMU6-Me), according to Reaction (1) [16,17]:

(NH4)2Ce(NO3)6 + hν (350 nm)→ NO3
• + (NH4)2Ce(NO3)5 (1)

Table 1 shows the major products formed after a reaction time of two hours with a reactant ratio
of [dimer]:[CAN] = 5. The data were obtained by gas chromatographic (GC) analysis of the reaction
mixture from the relative peak areas [17] and, therefore, provided only a qualitative picture. In the
case of c,s-DMU<>DMU, the major products were the monomer DMU and the partially cleaved
dimer 1, whereas only small amounts of the intact dimer remained (entry 1). Cyclobutane cleavage
was considerably less efficient with t,s-DMU<>DMU, where mainly 1 and smaller amounts of DMU
were obtained (entry 2). Likewise, repair of c,a-DMU<>DMU, t,a-DMU<>DMU, c,s-DMT<>DMT,
and c,a-DMT<>DMT was also incomplete with c,a-DMT<>DMT being the least efficiently cleaved
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dimer under these conditions (entries 3–6). Repair of the cis,syn configured dimer of DMU6-Me, on the
other hand, appeared to be more efficient with only 22% of c,s-DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me still present after
the reaction (entry 7).

Table 1. Product and competition studies of the reaction of NO3
• with isomeric pyrimidine cyclobutane

dimers of DMU, DMT, and DMU6-Me.1
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Entry Dimer(s) 1 E0 2 Products 3

Product Studies 4

1 5 c,s-DMU<>DMU 1.825 c,s-DMU<>DMU (7%),
DMU (50%), 1 (33%)

2 5 t,s-DMU<>DMU 1.850 t,s-DMU<>DMU (37%),
DMU (14%), 1 (35%)

3 5 c,a-DMU<>DMU ≈2.195 c,a-DMU<>DMU (39%),
DMU (33%)

4 5 t,a-DMU<>DMU t,a-DMU<>DMU (30%),
DMU (34%)

5 c,s-DMT<>DMT 1.815 c,s-DMT<>DMT (48%),
DMT (48%)

6 c,a-DMT<>DMT c,a-DMT<>DMT (58%),
DMT (25%)

7 c,s-DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me c,s-DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me

(22%), DMU6-Me (73%)

Competition Studies 6

8 c,s-DMU<>DMU +
t,s-DMU<>DMU

c,s-DMU<>DMU (76%),
t,s-DMU<>DMU (24%)

9 c,a-DMU<>DMU +
t,a-DMU<>DMU

c,a-DMU<>DMU (60%),
t,a-DMU<>DMU (40%)

10 c,s-DMT<>DMT +
c,a-DMT<>DMT

c,s-DMT<>DMT (19%),
c,a-DMT<>DMT (81%)

11 c,s-DMU<>DMU +
c,s-DMT<>DMT

c,s-DMU<>DMU (29%),
c,s-DMT<>DMT (71%)

12 c,s-DMU<>DMU +
c,s- DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me

c,s-DMU<>DMU (8%), c,s-
DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me (92%)

13 c,s-DMT<>DMT +
c,s- DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me

c,s-DMT<>DMT (31%), c,s-
DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me (69%)

1 DMU = 1,3-dimethyluracil, DMT = 1,3-dimethylthymine, DMU6-Me = 1,3,6-trimethyluracil; c = cis, t = trans, s = syn,
a = anti, 2 E0(dimer•+/dimer) in V vs. SCE (in MeCN; error ±0.025 V) determined by cyclic voltammetry [18]. 3 GC
analysis, relative peak area of unreacted dimer and major products (>10%). 4 Reaction time 2 h, in acetonitrile;
[dimer]:[CAN] = 5, unless stated otherwise. 5 Ref [17]. 6 Reaction time 2 h, in acetonitrile; [dimer 1]:[dimer 2]:[CAN]
= 1:1:0.5; only the ratio of unreacted starting material was given, products arising from the reaction were not included.
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Since NO3
• is a strong one-electron oxidant (E0 (NO3

•/NO3
−) = 2.3–2.5 V vs. NHE [19]), these data

suggested that NO3
• initiated the cleavage process by oxidative ET to form the dimer radical cation,

as shown in Scheme 2a for c,s-DMU<>DMU. Stepwise scission of the C(6)–C(6′) bond followed by the
C(5)–C(5′) bond gives the repaired monomer DMU and its radical cation DMU•+ [17,18]. Similarly,
oxidative repair of c,a-DMU<>DMU should proceed through the first scission of the C(6)–C(5′) and
then the C(5)–C(6′) bond (Scheme 2b). However, according to the standard potentials E0 available for
some of the dimers [18], the rate of oxidation should not be significantly different for dimers with a cis
or a trans configuration at the cyclobutane ring and whether or not a methyl group at the C(5) and
C(5′) position is present (entries 1, 2, and 5) [13], which contradicts some of the experimental findings
from the product studies. On the other hand, the observed lower efficiency of the oxidative repair of
the anti-configured dimers by NO3

• confirmed previous findings with other oxidizing species [20] and
could be rationalized by their higher E0 value (see entry 3 as an example) [18,21]. It should be noted
that in many cases, the extent of dimer consumption was larger than would be expected on the basis of
the reactant ratio, suggesting that the monomer radical cation, such as DMU•+, could subsequently
oxidize another dimer molecule, thereby propagating a radical chain process [17].
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Scheme 2. Suggested cleavage mechanism of (a) c,s-DMU<>DMU and (b) c,a-DMU<>DMU following
one-electron oxidation by NO3

•.

The discrepancies become even more apparent in competition studies, where equal amounts
of two isomeric dimers were irradiated in the presence of one equivalent of CAN (entries 8–13).
For example, a mixture of c,s- and t,s-DMU<>DMU revealed a much more efficient cleavage of the
trans,syn-configured isomer (entry 8), whereas in a mixture of c,s-DMU<>DMU and c,s-DMT<>DMT,
preferential cleavage of the former dimer occurred (entry 11) [22]. However, as mentioned above,
it is highly likely that, apart from NO3

•-induced dimer cleavage, additional oxidation of both dimers
could also occur by the monomer radical cations formed. Such competition experiments can, therefore,
only provide qualitative information about the susceptibility of particular dimers for radical-induced
oxidative repair. To obtain quantitative data whether and how the configuration and constitution at the
cyclobutane ring affect the rate of the initial step of the oxidative repair, we performed kinetic studies
to determine the absolute rate coefficients for the reaction of a series of stereo- and regioisomeric
pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers with NO3

•, using laser flash photolysis techniques. Apart from being
an important environmental oxidant, a major advantage of NO3

• is that this radical allows investigating
irreversible oxidation processes in biological molecules, since the back-electron transfer, which often
hampers studies where the oxidant is produced through photo-induced ET in donor-acceptor pairs,
cannot occur. The experimental studies were augmented with density functional theory (DFT)
calculations to provide further mechanistic insight.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Synthesis of the Pyrimidine Cyclobutane Dimers

2.1.1. General

The starting materials for the synthesis were purchased from commercial suppliers (Sigma-Aldrich,
Castle Hill, Australia) and used without purification. Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was performed
to monitor the reactions using aluminum plates coated with silica gel 60 F254 (Merck, ASIS Scientific,
Hindmarsh, Australia). UV light at λ = 254 nm, potassium permanganate (KMnO4) stain followed by
heating, or iodine ground in Davisil Chromatography Silica Gel LC60A (40–63 microns, 230–400 mesh)
were used to visualize TLC plates. The crude products were purified by recrystallization from hot solvent
or silica column chromatography with approximately 30–50 g of dry silica (Davisil Chromatography
Silica Gel LC60A, 40–63 microns, 230–400 mesh) per 1 g of the crude product mixture. The eluting
solvent consisted of a mixture of chloroform and acetone. Solvents were removed under reduced
pressure and elevated temperature using a rotary evaporator (Büchi, In Vitro Technologies, Melbourne,
Australia). The purity was assessed by an Agilent 1100 reversed-phase HPLC on a Phenomenex Aeris
XB-C18 column 250 mm × 4.5 mm × 3.6 µm (Gradient: 100% water buffered with 0.1% trifluoroacetic
acid (TFA) to 100% acetonitrile buffered with 0.1% TFA over 25 min, 4% min−1, flow rate: 1 mL min−1).

1H and 13C-NMR spectra were recorded on an Agilent MR 400 MHz NMR spectrometer or an
Agilent DD2 500 MHz NMR spectrometer in deuterated dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO-d6) or in deuterated
chloroform (CDCl3) at 25 ◦C. Chemical shifts were expressed in parts per million (ppm, δ) relative to
either DMSO-d6 (1H δ = 2.50 ppm, 13C δ = 39.5 ppm) or CDCl3 (1H δ = 7.26 ppm, 13C δ = 77.2 ppm).
High-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) was performed by ionizing the sample using electrospray
ionization (ESI) into a Thermo Scientific Exactive Plus Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific
Australia, Scoresby, Australia). The detected molecular ions were formed in the positive ion mode
and were expressed as [M + H]+. The 1H and 13C-NMR spectra of the pyrimidines and pyrimidine
cyclobutane dimers prepared in this study are provided in the Supplementary Material.

2.1.2. Synthesis of N-Methylated Pyrimidines

Method 1. The pyrimidine was stirred in a solution of powdered potassium hydroxide (8 equiv.)
and dimethyl sulfoxide (1 mL per mmol of KOH) at 0 ◦C for 10 min under an inert atmosphere.
Methyl iodide (16 equiv.) was then added dropwise, and the mixture was stirred overnight at room
temperature. The solution was diluted with cold water and extracted three times with dichloromethane.
The combined organic layers were washed with 2 M aqueous sodium hydroxide solution and brine,
dried over magnesium sulfate, and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The crude product was purified
by recrystallization from ethanol.

Method 2. The pyrimidine and potassium carbonate (3.5 equiv.) were refluxed in acetone (2 mL
per mmol of pyrimidine) for 10 min under an inert atmosphere. Methyl iodide (8 equiv.) was then
added dropwise, and the reaction mixture was stirred overnight. The reaction was quenched with
water (2 mL per mL of acetone) and extracted three times with dichloromethane. The combined organic
layers were washed with 2 M aqueous sodium hydroxide solution and brine, dried over magnesium
sulfate, and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The crude solid was purified by recrystallization
from ethanol.

1,3-Dimethyluracil (DMU)

Prepared from uracil using both methods 1 and 2. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.66 (d,
J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 5.66 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 3.29 (s, 3H), 3.15 ppm (s, 3H). 13C {1H}-NMR (101 MHz,
DMSO-d6): δ 162.8, 151.5, 144.6, 99.6, 36.4, 27.2 ppm. HRMS (ESI) m/z calcd. for [C6H9N2O2]+: 141.0664
[M + H]+, found 141.0660.
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1,3-Dimethylthymine (DMT)

Prepared from thymine using both methods 1 and 2. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.56 (s, 1H),
3.26 (s, 3H), 3.16 (s, 3H), 1.79 ppm (s, 3H). 13C {1H}-NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 163.4, 151.3, 140.7,
107.1, 36.1, 27.4, 12.5 ppm. HRMS (ESI) m/z calcd. for [C7H11N2O2]+: 155.0821 [M + H]+, found 155.0815.

1,3.6-Trimethyluracil (DMU6-Me)

N,N’-Dimethylurea (8.81 g, 100 mmol), 4-dimethylamino pyridine (12.2 g, 100 mmol), and acetic
anhydride (31.2 mL, 330 mmol) were stirred in anhydrous pyridine (150 mL) under an inert atmosphere
at room temperature for 2 h. The resulting red solution was concentrated in vacuo; the residue was
diluted with dichloromethane (700 mL) and washed sequentially with 2 M aqueous hydrochloric acid
(100 mL), 2 M aqueous sodium bicarbonate solution (100 mL), and 2 M aqueous copper(II) sulfate
solution (100 mL). The organic layer was dried over magnesium sulfate. The solvent was removed
in vacuo. The crude pale-yellow solid was recrystallized from ethyl acetate and washed repeatedly
with cold ethyl acetate until the yellow color had disappeared. White crystals (10.9 g, 70%). 1H-NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 5.61 (s, 1H), 3.39 (s, 3H), 3.32 (s, 3H), 2.23 ppm (s, 3H). 13C {1H}-NMR (101 MHz,
CDCl3): δ 162.4, 152.6, 151.4, 101.2, 31.7, 27.9, 20.2 ppm. HRMS (ESI) m/z calcd. for [C7H11N2O2]+:
155.0821 [M + H]+, found 155.0817.

2.1.3. Dimerization of N-Methylated Pyrimidines

The pyrimidine was dissolved in UV-grade acetone and degassed under an inert atmosphere with
sonication for 30 min. The solution was then added to a Pyrex reactor and diluted to 300 mL with
UV-grade acetone. Under an inert atmosphere, the solution was stirred for 10 min before exposure
to a medium-pressure mercury lamp. Reaction progress was monitored using TLC (KMnO4 stain)
until complete consumption of starting material was observed. The solvent was removed in vacuo
to afford a mixture of the dimerized substrates as a white solid, which were separated by column
chromatography (SiO2, a mixture of CHCl3/acetone). The separated dimers were further purified
by recrystallization from ethyl acetate or ethanol and identified by X-ray crystallography. The X-ray
structures are given in the Supplementary Material.

Synthesis of DMU<>DMU Isomers

DMU (14.00 g, 100.00 mmol) was dimerized with an overall yield of 25% (3.57 g, 12.70 mmol).

(a) t,a-DMU<>DMU: White crystals (0.35 g, 1.25 mmol, 3%, Rf = 0.26 (EtOAc)). 1H-NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3): δ 4.10 (dd, J = 9.4, 4.9 Hz, 2H), 3.53 (dd, J = 9.4, 4.9 Hz, 2H), 3.24 (s, 6H), 3.08 ppm (s,
6H). 13C {1H}-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 167.1 (2C), 151.6 (2C), 53.7 (2C), 44.5 (2C), 33.8 (2C),
28.1 ppm (2C). HRMS (ESI) m/z calcd. for [C12H17N4O4]+: 281.1250 [M + H]+, found 281.1245.

(b) t,s-DMU<>DMU: White crystals (1.12 g, 4.00 mmol, 8%, Rf = 0.18 (EtOAc)).1H-NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3): δ 3.87 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H), 3.62 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H), 3.25 (s, 6H), 3.06 ppm (s, 6H).
13C {1H}-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 168.1 (2C), 151.8 (2C), 59.3 (2C), 39.1 (2C), 35.1 (2C), 28.3 ppm
(2C). HRMS (ESI) m/z calcd. for [C12H17N4O4]+: 281.1250 [M + H]+, found 281.1245.

(c) c,a-DMU<>DMU: White crystals (0.56 g, 2.00 mmol, 4%, Rf = 0.08 (EtOAc)). 1H-NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3): δ 4.09 (t, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 3.77 (t, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 3.12 (s, 6H), 3.11 ppm (s, 6H).
13C {1H}-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 166.1 (2C), 152.2 (2C), 49.3 (2C), 45.4 (2C), 35.7 (2C), 27.8 ppm
(2C). HRMS (ESI) m/z calcd. for [C12H17N4O4]+: 281.1250 [M + H]+, found 281.1245.

(d) c,s-DMU<>DMU: White crystals (1.54 g, 5.49 mmol, 11%, Rf = 0.04 (EtOAc)). 1H-NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3): δ 4.06 (dd, J = 6.1, 3.9 Hz, 2H), 3.78 (dd, J = 6.1, 3.9 Hz, 2H), 3.16 (s, 6H), 3.00 ppm (s,
6H). 13C {1H}-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 165.8 (2C), 152.8 (2C), 55.5 (2C), 39.6 (2C), 35.7 (2C),
28.0 ppm (2C). HRMS (ESI) m/z calcd. for [C12H17N4O4]+: 281.1250 [M + H]+, found 281.1245.
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Synthesis of DMT<>DMT Isomers

DMT (9.30 g, 60.30 mmol) was dimerized with an overall yield of 29% (2.73 g, 8.85 mmol).

(a) c,a-DMT<>DMT: White crystals (0.70 g, 2.27 mmol, 7%, Rf = 0.04 (1:1 n-pentane/EtOAc)). 1H-NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 3.27 (s, 2H), 3.16 (s, 6H), 3.08 (s, 6H), 1.58 ppm (s, 6H). 13C {1H}-NMR
(101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 169.6 (2C), 151.9 (2C), 64.4 (2C), 48.8 (2C), 36.3 (2C), 27.9 (2C), 25.0 ppm (2C).
HRMS (ESI) m/z calcd. for [C14H21N4O4]+: 309.1563 [M + H]+, found 309.1557.

(b) c,s-DMT<>DMT: White crystals (2.03 g, 6.58 mmol, 22%, Rf = 0.10 (EtOAc)). 1H-NMR (500 MHz,
CDCl3): δ 3.72 (s, 2H), 3.14 (s, 6H), 3.00 (s, 6H), 1.50 ppm (s, 6H). 13C {1H}-NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3):
δ 169.5 (2C), 152.5 (2C), 60.6 (2C), 47.6 (2C), 35.9 (2C), 28.3 (2C), 19.4 ppm (2C). HRMS (ESI) m/z
calcd. for [C14H21N4O4]+: 309.1563 [M + H]+, found 309.1582.

Synthesis of DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me Isomers

DMU6-Me (7.71 g, 50.00 mmol) was dimerized with an overall yield of 67% (5.16 g, 16.70 mmol).
The crystal structure of t,s-DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me could not be solved, and this compound was,
therefore, characterized by comparing the NMR data with ref. [22].

(a) t,s-DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me: White crystals (0.21 g, 0.67 mmol, 3%, Rf = 0.05 (1:1 n-pentane/EtOAc)).
1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 3.27 (s, 6H), 3.23 (s, 2H), 3.00 (s, 6H), 1.42 ppm (s, 6H). 13C {1H}-NMR
(101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 168.1 (2C), 152.4 (2C), 62.2 (2C), 45.1 (2C), 31.2 (2C), 28.5 (2C), 22.3 ppm (2C).
HRMS (ESI) m/z calcd. for [C14H21N4O4]+: 309.1563 [M + H]+, found 309.1556.

(b) c,a-DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me: White crystals (4.11 g, 13.30 mmol, 53%, Rf = 0.19 (EtOAc)). 1H-NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 3.21 (s, 6H), 3.16 (s, 2H), 2.82 (s, 6H), 1.65 ppm (s, 6H). 13C {1H}-NMR
(101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 165.3 (2C), 152.0 (2C), 58.0 (2C), 53.6 (2C), 31.2 (2C), 28.2 (2C), 27.8 ppm (2C).
HRMS (ESI) m/z calcd. for [C14H21N4O4]+: 309.1563 [M + H]+, found 309.1557.

(c) c,s-DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me: White crystals (0.82 g, 2.67 mmol, 11%, Rf = 0.03 (2:1 n-pentane/EtOAc)).
1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 3.41 (s, 2H), 3.16 (s, 6H), 2.92 (s, 6H), 1.52 ppm (s, 6H). 13C {1H}-NMR
(101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 165.6 (2C), 152.8 (2C), 62.5 (2C), 44.9 (2C), 32.2 (2C), 28.0 (2C), 21.6 ppm (2C).
HRMS (ESI) m/z calcd. for [C14H21N4O4]+: 309.1563 [M + H]+, found 309.1557.

2.2. X-ray Data

Intensity data were collected on a Rigaku XtalLAB Synergy at 100.0(1) K diffractometer using
either Cu-Kα or Mo-Kα radiation at 100.0(1) K. The temperature was maintained using an Oxford
Cryostream cooling device. The structures were solved by direct methods and difference Fourier
synthesis [23]. The thermal ellipsoid plot was generated using the program Mercury-3 [24] integrated
within the WINGX [25] suite of programs. Detailed information on the crystal structures is provided in
the Supplementary Material. X-ray crystal structures have been deposited at the Cambridge Structural
Database and assigned the CCDC codes 1995805–1995812.

2.3. Laser Flash Photolysis Studies

Kinetic measurements were performed using an Edinburgh Instruments LP920 spectrometer
using the third harmonic of a Quantel Brilliant B Nd:YAG laser (6 ns pulse; 10–20 mJ/pulse, λ = 355 nm)
to generate the radical transient. A Hamamatsu R2856 photomultiplier tube (PMT) interfaced with a
Tektronix TDS 3012C Digital Phosphor Oscilloscope was used for the detection system. Samples were
exposed to laser light in Starna Spectrosil Quartz fluorometer cells (10 × 10 × 48 mm).

All kinetic experiments were carried out under pseudo-first-order conditions following the
established procedure described in refs. [26–28], with the pyrimidine monomer and cyclobutane dimer
as the excess component ([substrate] = 0.2–11 mM, [CAN] = 0.33 mM; using the molar extinction
coefficient of ε= 1350 M−1 cm−1 at λ= 630 nm in acetonitrile [29], [NO3

•] in the range of 108–135µM was
generated). Each data point was determined from the average of three measurements. Experimental
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details of the kinetic measurements and data evaluation are given in the Supplementary Material
(Figures S1–S4).

2.4. DFT Calculations

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out with the Gaussian suite of
programs [30] using the M062X method [31–33] in combination with the 6-31+G* basis set, which has
been employed previously to investigate reactions of NO3

• with biomolecules [26,28]. Calculations
in acetonitrile were performed using the conductor-like polarizable continuum model (CPCM) [34].
All equilibrium geometries and transition structures were verified by vibrational frequency analysis at
the same level of theory, and all identified transition structures showed only one imaginary frequency.
The spin expectation value, <s2>, was very close to 0.75 after spin annihilation. The Gaussian archive
entries for all optimized geometries, including free energy data and imaginary frequencies of the
transition structures, are given in the Supplementary Material.

3. Results

The pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers studied in this work are shown in Figure 1. These compounds
were prepared by photochemical dimerization of the respective N,N’-dimethylated pyrimidine
using acetone as triplet sensitizer, as described previously (see Materials and Methods section) [17].
Under such conditions, dimerization was not stereospecific, and formation of syn- and anti-isomers
with both cis and trans stereochemistry at the cyclobutane ring could principally occur. However, only
in the case of DMU, all four possible stereoisomers were formed in synthetically useful yield, whereas,
for DMT, only the cis-configured isomers, and, in the case of DMU6-Me, all isomers, except for the
trans,anti-isomer, were obtained.
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Figure 1. Pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers studied in this work. DMU = 1,3-dimethyluracil, DMT = 1,3-
dimethylthymine, DMU6-Me = 1,3,6-trimethyluracil; c = cis, t = trans, s = syn, a = anti.

The laser flash photolysis experiments were performed in acetonitrile under pseudo-first-order
conditions with the dimer as an excess component by monitoring the decay of the NO3

• signal at
λ = 630 nm. In previous work, we found that purging the solutions to remove oxygen was detrimental
to the NO3

• signal for reasons not yet understood [26]. However, since the lifetime of NO3
• is

independent of the presence of oxygen [29], the rate data were measured without degassing the
reaction mixtures.

The decay profiles depicted in Figure 2a for the exemplary reaction of NO3
• with different

excess concentrations of c,s-DMT<>DMT clearly showed that the rate of NO3
• consumption

increased with increasing [c,s-DMT<>DMT]. Determination of the second-order rate coefficient
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of the reaction, k, was obtained from the slope of the plot of the pseudo-first-order rate coefficient
kobs vs. [c,s-DMT<>DMT] (Figure 2b).Chemistry 2020, 2, x 9 
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•with c,s-DMT<>DMT. (a) Concentration-time profiles for NO3

• recorded
at λ = 630 nm with different excess concentrations of c,s-DMT<>DMT: red 1.1 mM, yellow 2.2 mM,
green 3.3 mM, blue 4.4 mM, purple 5.5 mM. (b) The plot of the pseudo-first-order rate coefficient kobs

vs. [dimer] to determine the second-order rate coefficient k from the slope.

The intercept in Figure 2b could be attributed to the background reaction of NO3
• with the solvent

acetonitrile, which proceeded via hydrogen abstraction (HAT) with a rate coefficient of 9 × 102 M−1 s−1

and led to the depletion of the NO3
• signal after about 300 µs [26]. However, this decay was much

slower than the consumption of NO3
• through reaction with the cyclobutane dimers, which occurred

on the nanosecond timescale and could, therefore, be neglected.
The second-order rate coefficients k for the reactions of NO3

• with the pyrimidine cyclobutane
dimers and with the respective monomers are compiled in Table 2.

Table 2. Absolute second-order rate coefficients k for the reaction of NO3
• with pyrimidine cyclobutane

dimers and the corresponding monomers using nanosecond laser flash photolysis 1,2.

Entry Dimer k/M−1 s−1 Monomer:
k/M−1 s−1

1 t,s-DMU<>DMU 2.8 × 109

DMU: 1.0 × 1092 c,s-DMU<>DMU 9.0 × 108

3 t,a-DMU<>DMU 5.5 × 108

4 c,a-DMU<>DMU 3.1 × 108

5 c,s-DMT<>DMT 1.2 × 109
DMT: 6.3 × 109

6 c,a-DMT<>DMT 5.2 × 108

7 t,s-DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me 5.7 × 108

DMU6-Me: 4.8 × 1098 c,s-DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me 3.9 × 108

9 c,a-DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me 8.0 × 107

1 In acetonitrile, at 25 ± 1 ◦C. 2 Experimental error ±15%.

The rate data ranged from 8–280 × 107 M−1 s−1, revealing a very high susceptibility of all
pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers towards reaction with NO3

•. This high reactivity was further
illustrated by comparison with the rate coefficients for the reaction of NO3

• with amino acids and
short peptides, which were in the range of 106–108 M−1 s−1, with the fastest reactions occurring with
aromatic amino acids and proline [26–28,35]. In general, for a particular pyrimidine, the syn isomers
reacted faster than the anti-configured isomers by a factor of about 2–4 (entries 1 vs. 3, 2 vs. 4, 5 vs.
6, and 8 vs. 9), and the trans isomers reacted faster than the cis isomers by a factor of about 1.5–3
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(entries 1 vs. 2, 3 vs. 4, and 7 vs. 8). This finding largely supported the observations from the previous
competition studies (see Table 1; for example, entries 8 vs. 9 and entry 10). Overall, the reactivity
increased in the order DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me

→DMU<>DMU→DMT<>DMT for dimers with similar
geometry and configuration at the cyclobutane ring. For example, the ratio of the rate coefficients for
c,s-DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me and c,s-DMT<>DMT was about 0.3 (entry 8 vs. 5) and only about 0.15 for
the pair c,a-DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me and c,a-DMT<>DMT (entry 9 vs. 6). This finding was remarkable
since the only difference between the latter two dimers was the site of the methyl groups at the
cyclobutane ring.

Rate coefficients were also determined for the reaction of NO3
• with the monomers formed

upon dimer cleavage (see Scheme 2). The data, which are included in Table 2, revealed also a very
high reactivity with these pyrimidines. According to previous work by us, the initial step in the
reaction of NO3

• with pyrimidines likely proceeded through oxidative ET, leading to different products
depending on the nature of the pyrimidine [36,37]. However, since the kinetic measurements were
performed with a large excess of the dimers to ensure pseudo-first-order conditions, errors arising
from the second-order consumption of NO3

• through reaction with the respective monomers should
be negligible.

4. Discussion

The overall trend that for the same stereochemistry and configuration at the cyclobutane ring
(where available), DMT<>DMT is the most reactive and DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me the least reactive
dimer system is remarkable: it indicates that not only the absence or presence of a methyl group
at the cyclobutane ring but also the site of methyl substitution significantly impacts the reaction
rate. For example, the rate coefficients for the cis,syn-configured dimers, which would be expected
to react with NO3

• through ET with similar rates on the basis of the available E0 data (see Table 1),
varied by a factor of 3 (entries 2, 5, vs. 8). This finding raised the question of whether these reactions
proceeded indeed via initial ET, in particular since reactions of NO3

• with biomolecules, such as
peptides, commonly also occur through HAT [26,28]. Therefore, we explored possible alternative
mechanisms in the reaction of NO3

• with selected pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers using density
functional theory (DFT) calculations (see Materials and Methods section).

Using c,a-DMU<>DMU as a model system, potential HAT pathways were examined by calculating
the energies associated for hydrogen abstraction from the four different positions in the dimer,
i.e., from C(6), C(5), and from the methyl groups at N(1) and N(3), respectively (Scheme 3a).

The computations predicted the formation of a charge-transfer (CT) complex between the dimer
and NO3

• prior to any actual reaction. The optimized geometry of the CT complex, which is included
in Scheme 3, showed that NO3

• coordinated via two of its oxygen atoms to N(1) and the hydrogen at
C(6) of the dimer, but the structure of c,a-DMU<>DMU itself was very similar to that of the ‘intact’
dimer (not shown). However, analysis of the spin density in this reactant complex showed a partition
of the spin between NO3

• and N(1). Furthermore, the Mulliken charges showed a value of −0.39e
on NO3

•, indicating an accumulation of negative charge on this moiety. The calculated energy of a
reactant complex without such CT interactions was higher by 27.4 kJ mol−1 (not shown), and this
complex was used as a reference point in Scheme 3a with its energy set to 0 kJ mol−1.

NO3
•-induced HAT from all four positions in c,a-DMU<>DMU was thermodynamically highly

favorable with reaction energies exceeding −40 kJ mol−1. Of the four possible HAT pathways,
abstraction from the methyl group at N(1) via TS3 is predicted to be the kinetically most preferred
pathway, which is only about 8 kJ mol−1 above the energy of the CT complex. Hydrogen abstraction
from C(6) is slightly less favorable, with TS1 being about 10 kJ mol−1 higher in energy than TS3.
In contrast to this, the barriers for HAT from C(5) via TS2 and from the methyl group at N(3) via TS4
are considerably higher, and both pathways are, therefore, not kinetically competitive compared with
the reaction channels via TS1 and TS3 [38].
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Scheme 3. Possible pathways in the reaction of NO3
• with c,a-DMU<>DMU. M062X/6-31+G*

geometries and free energies in kJ mol−1 (in acetonitrile). Spin density in percentage, distances in Å,
Mulliken charge on the NO3 fragment in square brackets. For the HAT pathway (a), the energy of the
reactant complex without CT interactions was used as a reference point; the energy for the radical ring
scission in (b) was given relative to the dimer radical 1; for the ET pathway (c), the energy of the dimer
radical cation was used as a reference point (see text).

It is highly unlikely that the dimer radical 3 resulting from the kinetically most favorable HAT
from the N(1)-Me group could lead to cleavage of the cyclobutane ring in a straightforward fashion.
On the other hand, to explore whether the formation of a radical site at the cyclobutane ring itself could
principally lead to ring scission, which has been suggested for the reaction of pyrimidine cyclobutane
dimers with other O-centered radicals [12], homolytic fragmentation in the C(6) radical 1 was exemplary
calculated. The energy profile for this reaction is given in Scheme 3b, which showed that the stepwise
bond scissions were associated with high barriers TS5 and TS6. The geometry of TS5 was characterized
by a similar spin density at C(6) and C(6′) on both pyrimidine moieties and a considerably large
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distance between C(5) and C(6′) of 2.053 Å, suggesting a relatively late transition state. Furthermore,
while the formation of 5 through scission of the C(5)–C(6′) bond was exothermic, the subsequent
cleavage of the C(6)–C(5′) bond and formation of the product complex consisting of the repaired
monomer and the monomer vinyl radical was endothermic, rendering repair through a radical-only
mechanism as highly unlikely. Based on these data, NO3

•-induced HAT in c,a-DMU<>DMU could,
therefore, not be considered as a ‘productive’ pathway with regards to cleavage of the cyclobutane
ring under these conditions.

In contrast to this, oxidation of c,a-DMU<>DMU by NO3
• led to the dimer radical cation

[c,a-DMU<>DMU]•+, which still had an intact cyclobutane ring where most of the spin was localized
on N(1). The energy diagram for the cleavage of c,a-DMU<>DMU]•+ is shown in Scheme 3c. Thus,
fragmentation of the C(6)–C(5′) bond was associated with a barrier TS7 of only about 18 kJ mol−1

and gave the singly bonded dimer 7 in an exothermic process. The distance between C(6) and C(5′)
in TS7 was considerably shorter than that of the breaking bond in TS5, which was in line with an
earlier, energetically more favorable process. Subsequent homolytic scission of the C(5)–C(6′) bond via
TS8 was only about 8 kJ mol−1 higher in energy than 7 and should occur rapidly to give the product
complex 8 in a highly exothermic reaction.

Scheme 4a shows the calculated energy profile for the reaction of NO3
• with the isomeric dimer

c,s-DMU<>DMU. Interestingly, the formation of a complex with a broken C(6)–C(6′) bond occurred,
as revealed by the distance of 1.955 Å (Scheme 4a). A complex with an intact cyclobutane ring could
not be located, which suggested that c,s-DMU<>DMU underwent barrierless ring scission upon
encountering NO3

•. Analysis of the spin density and Mulliken charges in this complex showed
complete loss of radical character and accumulation of negative charge on the NO3 fragment. The spin
was distributed over the dimer with 27% located on each of C(6) and C(6′) and about 20% on each of
N(1) and N(1′). These data suggested that the complex should, in fact, be regarded as a nitrate-dimer
radical cation pair resulting from ET, i.e., [NO3

−] [c,s-DMU<>DMU]•+. The energy of [NO3
−]

[c,s-DMU<>DMU]•+ was about 43 kJ mol−1 lower than the sum of the energies of the free reactants,
which were used as a reference point for the energy profile. A reactant complex without any CT
contribution (similar to c,a-DMU<>DMU) could not be located computationally for c,s-DMU<>DMU.

To explore a potential homolytic fragmentation of the cyclobutane ring in c,s-DMU<>DMU, the first
step through NO3

•-induced HAT from C(6) was calculated. This process was associated with a barrier
(TS9) of about 28 kJ mol−1 relative to [NO3

−] [c,s-DMU<>DMU]•+ and led to the product complex of
the C(6) dimer radical 9 and HNO3 in an overall exothermic reaction with respect to the free reactants.
Inspection of the spin density in TS9revealed that only 18% of the spin was remaining on the NO3 fragment,
indicating a relatively late transition state that was also supported by the comparably long C(6)–H
distance of 1.255 Å compared with 1.087 Å in the dimer (not shown). Interestingly, in TS9, the C(6)–C(6′)
distance was only 1.630 Å, indicating a nearly restored cyclobutane ring (1.568 Å in the intact dimer,
not shown). Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations confirmed that the complex and TS9 were
connected and that with increasing C(6)–H distance, the C(6)–C(6′) bond snapped close. Together with
the reduced negative charge on the NO3 moiety in TS9(Mulliken charge−0.52e), these findings suggested
that if a radical HAT from C(6) starting from [NO3

−] [c,s-DMU<>DMU]•+ were to occur, a reverse charge
transfer from the dimer to the NO3 moiety would be required to traverse TS9.
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on NO3 fragment in square brackets. For the HAT pathway (a), the sum of the energies of the free
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On the other hand, scission of the remaining C(5)–C(5′) bond in the dimer radical cation
[c,s-DMU<>DMU]•+, which according to the calculations should be immediately formed when NO3

•

encounters c,s-DMU<>DMU, was both barrier-less (i.e., a TS could not be located) and led to the
product complex 10 in an exothermic reaction, relative to [c,s-DMU<>DMU]•+ (Scheme 4b). From these
data, it could, therefore, be concluded that repair of c,s-DMU<>DMU was initiated by NO3

•-induced
ET, whereas a HAT pathway was not competitive.

Calculations of the reactant complexes with other pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers used in the
kinetic studies clearly revealed that all syn-configured dimers formed similar nitrate-dimer radical
cation pairs, where the dimer had an already cleaved C(6)–C(6′) bond and should undergo barrierless
scission of the remaining C(5)–C(5′) bond. This behavior was not limited to acetonitrile as a solvent but
was similarly also found in water (data not shown). It should be noted that it was not possible to locate
a geometry for any syn-configured dimer radical cation in which the cyclobutane ring was not broken.

The reactant complexes between NO3
• and anti-configured dimers generally constituted CT

complexes with a largely intact cyclobutane ring, in which the spin density was distributed over
both NO3

• and dimer and negative charge accumulating on the NO3 moiety. These data suggested a
less favorable ET process, which was in line with the higher E0 value determined for anti-configured
dimers (see Table 1). The scission of the cyclobutane ring was associated with a barrier, which slowed
the overall repair process down. Because ET was less favorable, it should be noted that it could not
be excluded that a competing HAT reaction at the methyl group at N(1) or at C(6) could occur in
anti-configured dimers to some extent. However, the rate coefficient determined experimentally for
HAT from Namide-alkyl groups of about 6–10 × 107 M−1 s−1 [35] suggested that such a reaction should
only be a minor contributor to the overall reaction of NO3

• with the dimer.
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The finding that the trans-configured dimers reacted faster with NO3
• than the isomeric

cis-configured dimers of the same pyrimidine could be rationalized by steric effects. Analysis
of the spin densities in the NO3

• complexes with the dimers (see Schemes 3 and 4) suggested that
oxidation occurred at the amide nitrogen N(1) in both pyrimidine moieties. Therefore, accessibility
of this site for NO3

• should be a factor that modulates the rate of oxidation—a proposition that is
supported by recent findings that steric hindrance at tertiary amides slows down the rate of oxidation by
NO3

• [35]. Figure 3 shows in the top row the X-ray structures of t,s-DMU<>DMU and c,s-DMU<>DMU.
t,s-DMU<>DMU had a largely linear shape, where N(1) in both pyrimidine rings could be accessed by
NO3

• from both above and below the molecular plane, as indicated by the green arrows. In contrast to
this, c,s-DMU<>DMU clearly had a freely accessible convex side, but the approach of NO3

• from the
concave side was sterically hindered, which should lower the rate of oxidation.
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Similarly, steric hindrance could also explain the slower reaction of the dimers of DMU6-Me,
compared with those of DMU and DMT with similar configurations. Figure 3 presents in the bottom
row the X-ray structures of c,s-DMT<>DMT and c,s-DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me. It would be expected that
the higher degree of alkyl substitution at the cyclobutane ring in both dimers, compared with the
isomeric c,s-DMU<>DMU, should facilitate oxidation. Indeed, the rate coefficient, shown in Table 2,
for the reaction with c,s-DMT<>DMT was about 30% higher than with c,s-DMU<>DMU. On the other
hand, the considerably lower reactivity of c,s-DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me suggested that steric hindrance
caused by the methyl substituents at C(6) was impeding NO3

• access to the adjacent amide N(1) in
both pyrimidine moieties, which slowed down the rate of oxidation.

5. Conclusions

NO3
• reacted with pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers via a rapid ET at N(1), which triggered cleavage

of the cyclobutane ring and regeneration of a pyrimidine monomer and a monomer radical cation.
The four possible geometric isomers of the pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers differed considerably

in their reactivity towards NO3
•, with the syn-configured dimers being more reactive than their

anti-configured counterparts. The higher reactivity of the former was manifested by the formation of a
nitrate/dimer radical cation pair, where the negative charge had accumulated on the nitrate moiety,
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and the C(6)–C(6′) bond in the dimer was already broken. The scission of the remaining C(5)–C(5)’
bond was barrierless and exothermic. In the case of the anti-configured dimers, ET was less progressed,
which was in line with the higher E0 value, and a CT complex with NO3

• was formed. The cyclobutane
ring in this complex, as well as in the corresponding dimer radical cation, was still intact. Therefore,
ring-opening in the dimer radical cation required sequential cleavage of two bonds, of which the first
step was associated with a moderate barrier. However, because of the slower ET in the anti-configured
dimers, it could not be excluded that NO3

•-induced HAT at the methyl group of N(1) and from C(6)
at the cyclobutane ring might also occur to some extent. However, subsequent fragmentation of the
cyclobutane ring through radical-only pathways was not competitive with the cleavage process in a
dimer radical cation.

Steric effects were likely responsible for the higher reactivity of trans-configured dimers compared
with their cis isomers. Thus, the geometry of the trans dimers allowed the approach of NO3

• to the N(1)
atoms in the pyrimidines from both sides of the molecular plane, whereas, in the cis dimers, only the
convex side was readily accessible for NO3

•. Likewise, the order of reactivity of DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me

→DMU<>DMU→DMT<>DMT towards NO3
•was a result of steric and electronic effects. The dimers

of DMT generally showed the highest reactivity due to the electron-donating methyl groups at C(5,5′)
on the cyclobutane ring that increased their susceptibility to oxidation by NO3

•. Remarkably, methyl
substituents at C(6,6′) in the DMU6-Me dimers lowered their reactivity, even below that of the
DMU dimers. This finding could be rationalized by the difficulty for NO3

• to approach N(1) in
DMU6-Me<>DMU6-Me due to steric hindrance caused by the adjacent methyl groups.

Overall, this study clearly revealed that the rate of the NO3
• reaction was not only determined

by the redox potential of the dimers but also to a considerable extent by the accessibility of the
reaction site for NO3

•. In future work, we will further explore the role of steric effects on the
radical-induced oxidative damage of DNA constituents, such as pyrimidine deoxy nucleosides and
their cyclobutane dimers.
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